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Brand Guidelines
Version 6, April 2019. Nick Paul, Gilburt and Paul

In August 2017 Copleston High School logo was redesigned as part of
an ongoing brand refresh that will be rolled out across the school during
2017-2018.
These brand guidelines have been put together to help staff make use of
the new school logo and colours in a consistent way in order to help build a
strong and instantly recognisable identity for the school.
The guidelines will be periodically updated as the brand is rolled out.
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The new look and feel
It is important that the school has a clear and consistent look and feel for its
brochures, school letters, website, school uniform, posters, signs and so on.
Having a recognisable look or brand identity helps express who the school
is and what the school stands for. The school vision (motto) is Achieving
Success Together and the school branding can help express this vision.
The development and promotion of the school vision and identity leads to
a greater sense of unity, greater levels of staff and student engagement and
motivation, and a more positive atmosphere within the school.
The brand identity is made up from several key elements which include the
new school logo, the colours and the fonts and these are all explained on
the next few pages. Care must be taken at all times to ensure that
all elements are used correctly, to maintain a strong and consistent identity.
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The new school logo 1
The logo is one of the most important elements of Copleston High
School’s identity and the official logo should be used at all times. The logo
is made up from four different parts and these parts should always be
used together apart from in special circumstances such as on the school
sweatshirt (see p7).

1. The name
‘Copleston’ is
always in the red,
pink and orange
colours shown
(apart from when
a black and white
version is needed –
see next page).
‘High School’ is
always in grey.

2. The Torch
The new Torch is an
integral part of the
logo and is always
used in the colours
and position shown.
The Torch has been
redrawn (see p7)

3. The Trust
The words ‘Part
of Gippeswyk
Community
Educational Trust’ are
always used beneath
the school name in
the way shown

4. The Motto
The school motto
‘Achieving success
together’ is used
in pink (apart from
when a black and
white version is
needed – see next
page).

Please always use the offical logo that has been supplied. Do not try to
redraw or recreate the logo.
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The new school logo 2
The logo has been supplied in different formats for use in different purposes.
For print work such as letterheads, brochures and posters, you should use
the versions called:
New Copleston logo cmyk.eps a scaleable vector graphic for use at any size
New Copleston logo small cmyk.jpg up to 5cm in width (for general
purposes)
New Copleston logo large cmyk.jpg up to 15cm in width (if you need a
bigger logo for signs etc)
For digital work such as powerpoint and website, you should use the version
called:
New Copleston logo rgb.jpg

If you are printing or photocopying to a black and white printer, you can just
use the colour version. If you need a specific black and white (greyscale)
logo for print (for instance, if you are constantly printing out school letters
to a black and white printer, rather than a colour printer), you should use the
special grey version called:
New Copleston logo small greyscale.jpg

Special grey logo
‘Copleston High
School’ and torch
flame are all in grey.
The rest of the logo
is all in black.
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The Gippeswyk
Community
Educational Trust logo
The Gippeswyk Community Educational Trust logo is available in either
colour or black and white. Please use the colour version. Only use the black
and white version when colour printing is not available.:

Use the logo called: GCET Adobe Ai.ai
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The Torch
The old school Torch has been replaced by a new version which is more
contemporary and has more dynamism.
The Torch is an essential part of the school logo and it is normally
represented in black with a dark red flame. The Torch does appear all
in white on the school sweatshirt
Generally the torch must be used in conjunction with, and as part of, the
new school logo. You should try and avoid just using the torch on its own.

The torch has been supplied in different formats for use in different
purposes.
Copleston torch cmyk large.jpg for use in word documents for
instance (but remember, always try and use the full logo, not just the
torch on its own).
Copleston torch cmyk.eps a scaleable vector file
Copleston torch white on clear.psd a white layered photoshop version with
a transparent/clear background
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The school colours
The main school colour is still the dark red (maroon, burgundy) that is
currently used for the school sweatshirts and in other places.
We have introduced orange, pink and bright red and have mixed these
colours in with the dark red. These additional colours add vibrancy and a
modern touch to the traditional dark red colour.
The colour breakdowns are show below for print (cmyk) and digital (rgb).
Pantone colours (for signage) and web colours (for website) will be listed in
the near future.

Dark red
c0 m100 y100 k25
r192 g8 b31

Orange
c0 m70 y100 k0
r233 g88 b20

Pink (magenta)
c0 m100 y0 k0
r222 g0 b123

Bright red
c0 m100 y100 k0
r224 g0 b27

Grey
c0 m0 y0 k60
r120 g120 b120

Black
c0 m0 y0 k100
r0 g0 b0
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Fonts
The new school font is called Gotham. This is a modern sans-serif font with
round, friendly letter shapes and good legibility. The font family of Gotham:
Bold, Book and Light, are used as part of the school logo and for official
printed school brochures and posters.
When producing simple school documents such as letters and memos,
please use the standard pc default font of Ariel (but do make sure that
you brand your documents with the official school logo – see, for instance,
letterhead p10).

Gotham Bold
Gotham Book
Gotham Light
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Letterhead
If you are producing school letters for instance, as a Microsoft Word
document, please set the document up as follows:
Top and side margins
20mm. Bottom
margin 15mm
Use logo called:
New Copleston logo
small cmyk.jpg
Place the logo top right
in the the page with
20mm margins and
make it 5cm wide
We recommend
setting the letter in
12pt Ariel with 1.5 line
spacing.

The school address
and official notes at
the bottom should
be set in 6pt Ariel
and centred
Bottom margin
15mm
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Letterhead
If you are producing for Gippeswyk Community Education Trust, please set
the document up as follows:
Top and side margins
20mm. Bottom
margin 15mm
Use logo called:
GCET Adobe Ai.ai
Set the logo in the
centre of the page,
20mm in from the
top edge and make
it 7cm wide
We recommend
setting the letter in
12pt Ariel with 1.5 line
spacing.
Set the name and
address at the top
ranged left (left
aligned)

Any official notes at
the bottom should
be set in 6pt Ariel
and centred
Bottom margin
15mm
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Letterhead: Rose Hill
If you are producing school letters for instance, as a Microsoft Word
document, please set the document up as follows:
Top and side margins
20mm. Bottom
margin 15mm
Use logo called:
Rose Hill final cmyk
logo.jpg
Place the logo top right
in the the page with
20mm margins and
make it 5cm wide
We recommend
setting the letter in
12pt Ariel with 1.5 line
spacing.

The school address
and official notes at
the bottom should
be set in 6pt Ariel
and centred
Bottom margin
15mm
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Letterhead: Britannia
Britannia Primary School use a different style of logo and letterhead.
If you are producing Britannia letters as a Microsoft Word document,
for instance, please set the document up as follows:
Top margin 15mm
Side margins 20mm
Bottom margin 10mm

15mm

Use logo called:
Britannia logo with
GCET tag.png
Place the logo in the top
left corner of the page.
Make the logo 7cm wide
20mm

We recommend
setting the letter in
12pt Ariel (or a similar
plain sans-serif font)
with 1.5 line spacing

20mm

The school address
and official notes at
the bottom should
be set in 6pt Ariel
and centred

10mm

Any additional logos
can be placed at the
bottom
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The 6th form logo
The 6th form logo is another important element of Copleston High
School’s identity and the official 6th form logo should be used at all times.
The logo is made up from four different parts and these parts should always
be used together.

1. The name
‘Copleston’
is always in grey.
‘Sixth Form’ is
always in blue.

2. The Torch
The new Torch is an
integral part of the
logo and is always
used in the colours
and position shown.
The Torch has been
redrawn (see p7)

Grey
c0 m0 y0 k60
r120 g120 b120

Blue
c100 m40 y0 k0
r0 g117 b191

3. The Trust
The words ‘Part
of Gippeswyk
Community
Educational Trust’ are
always used beneath
the school name in
the way shown

4. The Motto
The school motto
‘Achieving success
together’ is used in
black and not in pink
as on the Copleston
High School logo

Please always use the offical logo that has been supplied.
Copleston 6th form logo.eps
Do not try to redraw or recreate the logo.
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